Ultra short-throw detachable
lens for 3-DLP projectors
ET-D75LE95
Ultra-short-throw lens, compatible with all Panasonic‘s 3-chip DLP™
projectors, enables large-screen projection from a short distance

KEY FEATURES
• 200-inch diagonal image can be produced from a distance of only
about 1.5 m (5.0 ft) away from the screen
• Lenses can be used in both vertical and horizontal edge blending

• Throw ratio: 0.39:1 (for 4K+) / 0.36:1 (for the WUXGA & full HD
resolution) / 0.39:1 (for the SXGA+ resolution) / 0.40:1 (for the
WXGA resolution)

The World’s Shortest Throw* 3-Chip DLP™ Projector Lens
Compatible with 3-Chip DLP™ Panasonic projectors, the ET-D75LE95/D75LE90 Ultra Short Throw Lens enables large-screen image projection from very
short distances.
*Detachable lenses for 3-Chip DLP™ projectors as of November 2016.

Product Overview

By mounting an ET-D75LE95/D75LE90 Ultra Short Throw lens onto a Panasonic 3-Chip DLP™ projector*, throw distances are reduced by as much
as 60 % (approximately) in comparison with the ET-75LE50 Short Throw Lens. The huge space lets users exploit the high brightness and picture
quality offered by 3-Chip DLP™ Panasonic projectors in spaces where limitations previously existed.
Fit an ET-D75LE95 lens onto one of our 3-Chip DLP™ projectors and produce a 200-inch-diagonal image at a distance** of just 1.6 m
(approximately).
Screen sizes of up to 600 inches diagonal are supported. Exclusive technology inside these lenses opens up new possibilities for imaginative visual
presentations.
* See specifications for projectors compatible with ET-D75LE95 lens.

** Distance refers to lens tip to screen.

Space-saving Ultra-Short-Throw Lens Delivers High-Brightness Projection

Note: Ensure an unobstructed space of at least 500 mm (1 ft. 8 in.) or more is provided between projector’s rear panel and walls or other structures. If
installing in an enclosed space, use of a separate air-conditioning or ventilation system is recommended. If ventilation is insufficient, exhaust heat may
accumulate and trip the projector’s protective circuit.

Application Examples

Large On-floor Image Projection

In order to provide sufficient distance to project large images onto floors, major rigging infrastructure, installation on nearby buildings, or special
scaffolding is typically required. The ET-D75LE95 makes it possible to project images of the same size from locations nearer the projection plane,
greatly simplifying installation.

Projection Mapping

When projecting onto structures that require the unit to be installed close to the projection surface, a short-throw lens alone may not provide sufficient
projection distance. By using a projector fitted with an ET-D75LE95 lens and another mounted with an existing optional lens, greater freedom and
flexibility of installation is afforded.

Note: Usage restrictions apply outdoors or in highly humid areas. Please consult your dealer for advice on specific installations.

Staging

Large-screen projection from ceiling or floor is now possible behind stages where throw distance is limited. A Panasonic 3-Chip DLP™ projector and
ET-D75LE95 lens is an ideal combination for enhancing live performances on stage, where high picture quality is demanded.

Exhibition and Simulation

Virtual-reality displays can be achieved in exhibition spaces where possibilities for front-projection were limited, thereby increasing the power of
attraction. It’s also possible to combine on-wall projection with units under the floor throwing onto the floor surface, or onto the ceiling, wrapping the
viewer in a fully immersive graphical experience.

Digital Signage for Transport Hubs

Projection of large images becomes a reality in places where front-projection was previously limited. Supporting up to 30,000 lumen-class 3-Chip
DLP™ projectors, ultra-short-throw lenses are capable of delivering extremely bright pictures even in well-lit environments.

Note: Please consult your dealer for details on the specifics regarding the installations suggested above.
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SPECIFICATIONS
F Value

2.5

Focal Length (f)

7.5 mm (9/32")

Lens Shift | PT-RQ32K/RQ13K

Vertical shift [up: 10% down: 5%]
Horizontal shift [left: 21%; right: 21%]

Lens Shift | PT-RZ31K/RZ12K

Vertical shift [up: 5% down: 5%]
Horizontal shift [left: 12%; right: 12%]

Lens Shift | PT-DZ21K/DZ21K2/DZ13K/DZ10K

Vertical shift [up: 5% down: 7%]
Horizontal shift [left: 12%; right: 12%]

Lens Shift | PT-DZ16K/DZ16K2

Vertical shift [up: 13% down: 8%]
Horizontal shift [left: 19%; right: 19%]

Lens Shift | PT-RS30K/RS11K

Vertical shift [up: 0% down: 4%]
Horizontal shift [left: 8%; right: 8%]

Lens Shift | PT-DS20K/DS20K2/DS12K

Vertical shift [up: 0% down: 7%]
Horizontal shift [left: 8%; right: 8%]

Lens Shift | PT-DW17K/DW17K2/DW11K

Vertical shift [up: 18% down: 9%]
Horizontal shift [left: 30%; right: 30%]

Dimensions (W x H x D)

463.5mm x ø154 mm (18-1/4 x ø6-1/16 inches)

Weight

Approx 5.7 kg* (12.6 lbs*)

Applicable Projector [Group A]

PT-DZ21K/DZ21K2/DS20K/DS20K2/DW17K/DW17K2/DZ16K/DZ16K2

Applicable Projector [Group B]

PT-DZ13K/DS12K/DW11K/DZ10K/DZ8700/DZ110K/DS8500/DS1100K/DW8300/D
W90K

Applicable Projector [Group C]

PT-RQ13K/RZ12K/RS11K

Applicable Projector [Group D]

PT-RQ32K/RZ31K/RS30K

Note

* Average value. May differ depending on models.
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